Jacques-Louis David

Jacques-Louis David was a French painter in the Neoclassical style, considered to be the preeminent painter of the era.
In the s his cerebral brand of Oath of the Horatii - Napoleon Crossing the Alps - The Death of Socrates.Jacques-Louis
David, (born Aug. 30, , Paris, Francedied Dec. 29, , Brussels, Belg.), the most celebrated French artist of his day
and.Jacques Louis David - The complete works, large resolution images, ecard, rating, slideshow and more! One of the
largest Jacques Louis David resource on the.Jacques Louis David was born into a prosperous family in Paris on August
30, When he was about nine his father was killed in a duel and his mother left .Jacques-Louis David. French Painter.
Movement: Neoclassicism. Born: August 30, - Paris, France. Died: December 29, - Brussels, Belgium.Jacques-Louis
David was a French painter in the Neoclassical style, considered to be the preeminent painter of the era. In the s his
cerebral brand of.David championed a style of rigorous contours, sculpted forms, and polished surfaces; history
paintings were intended as moral exemplars..Jacques-Louis David was a 19th century painter who is considered to be
the principal proponent of the Neoclassical style, which moved art.Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for
sale by Jacques-Louis David. The art of Jacques-Louis David is a prime example of Neoclassicism, a style o.English:
Jacques-Louis David (30 August 29 December ) was a French Neoclassical painter known for his portraits and
dramatic.Jacques-Louis David was the leading painter in France of the Neo-classical movement. He became a member
of the Academy in , winning fame in the.Biography. Jacques-Louis David was born in Paris in , the son of an iron
merchant who was killed in a duel (an unusual circumstance in his social class), .Jacques-Louis David (August 30,
December 29, ) was a highly influential French painter in the Neoclassical style. In the s his.Jacques-Louis David () is
generally considered the leading figure of the artistic school called Neo-Classicism. Born in Paris, he was deserted by
his.Selections from Album 11, a sketchbook belonging to the French neoclassical painter and revolutionary
Jacques-Louis David. The sketches are from his.Jacques-Louis David [French Neoclassical Painter, ] Guide to pictures
of works by Jacques-Louis David in art museum sites and image archives.3 Nov - 6 min Jacques-Louis David, The
Death of Marat, , oil on canvas, 65 x /2 inches.2 Feb - 9 min - Uploaded by Getty Museum Jacques-Louis David made
many paintings of mythological couples, including The Farewell.Jacques-Louis David. French, Name. Jacques-Louis
David. Born. France: Paris. Nationality. French. Died. Belgium: Brussels. -.Jacques-Louis David was a French painter in
the Neoclassical style, considered to be the preeminent painter of the era.
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